Tarot Offerings
Short & Sweet Reading
15 MIN. 3 –6 Card Spread—$15
Basic Reading
7 –14 Card Celtic Spread—$30
Soul Card Reading —$30

Readings are not about revealing a predetermined destiny
It’s not about lifting curses or meddling with other peoples choices.
And it’s not necessarily about gloomy omens or impending doom!
Readings are powerful empowerment tool for confident
decision making & communication., anchored in evocative symbols that trigger emotional reactions (our subconscious minds KNOW these symbols and what they
represent!) By tuning into those intuitive impulses, we
can unravel multiple courses of action, and actively create
a game plan for your ideal future.
Symbolic readings are about giving you personal clarity shining a light through your mental fog, so you can make
emotional, and mental and spiritually intelligent choices
for your love life, family, business, and for every lifepivoting decision along the path.

WillowJane's
Relax Into A Stress Free YOU!.....

Tarot & Tea Leaf
&
Soul Card Readings

Tarot -Tea Leaf—Soul Card Reading Disclaimer

Wheel of the Year Reading
approx 1 hr—$75
Highlights:
Three cards for each month of the next
year, tracking the trends, events and occurrences throughout the months ahead.
Special Spreads
Will be
offered occasionally during times of
celebration in our lives!

Information provided from a reading is of a general nature only and does not take
into account your personal circumstances. Information given is not intended to be
relied upon as, nor to be a substitute for, specific professional advice. No responsibility for loss occasioned to any persons acting on or refraining from action as a
result of any information from a Tarot reading, can be accepted.

The cards tell a tale—and they give you ability to edit the story.

Readings are for entertainment only. No guarantees of any kind are meant to be
implied regarding a reading. The client has the free will to choose whether or not
they will follow any guidance gained in a reading. The client is therefore responsible for their actions following their reading. A reading is definitely not meant to
be treated as if it is any form of psychological diagnosis, therapy, or treatment.
Nor does a reading provide, medical, legal or financial advice. Please consult an
appropriate licensed professional if you feel the need for such a service. Persons
under the age of 18 may only have a reading with parental permission.
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Tel: 217-430-5239

What is the best way to ask a question?
Be as specific as possible unless you are seeking general information. Be respectful and
don’t play games with your questions by asking it 4 different ways.

Tarot & Tea FAQ’S

Privacy Policy / Ethics
I am here to serve my client’s needs.

Where did you get your abilities to read ?
I have read for many years prior to additional certifications from
Deborah A. Bourbon. And Lunar Wisdom. My abilities are God/
Goddess given. Everyone has “psychic ability” to some degree (just
ask any mother who has “hunches’) :-) I am just tapping into universal energy and giving insight to those who need it.

How accurate are you?
In my person experience, psychics are abut 75% accurate. NO
reader, no matter how famous they are or how accurate they claim
to be, can read for everyone! There is always room for misinterpretation and no reader can possibly know everything. So please remember, if you don’t like something said in your reading, you CAN
change the outcome. You are the master of your own destiny. Avoid
readers who make you feel otherwise.

Are you ever unable to answer a question?
Yes. At times a person may ask a question , but sometimes the
answer is not available. And there are times when a question may
not have a black and white answer. But even if it an answer is not
present, I will tell you “I don’t know” but will try to give you any
information I do receive around what you are asking.

What types of client do you serve?
On this journey called life I have worked with clients from all paths—
from CEO’s to geriatric care givers (which I want to give a bit shout
out of THANK YOU for your service)! If you want an up front no nonsense approach , then you are at the right place… if you feel like a
victim of everyone around you (its all their fault), then I am not the
reader for you.. I believe in the power of tarot to empower my clients. IF you have a closed mind and are expecting me to do “parlor
tricks” such as reading your mind, then please seek other services.

TEA LEAF OFFERINGS

I treat everyone with equal respect, regardless of race, religion, gender
or orientation.
I represent myself and my abilities with honesty and integrity. I believe
your future is in your hands and you have free will and the ability to
change anything you do not like in the reading.
I do not solve crimes, pick lottery numbers or locate lost items. I do not
predict death dates nor try to diagnose illness. I am not a medium—
meaning I do not talk to the dead. If you think you are pregnant, take a
pregnancy test as it is more accurate than a reading 99%.
I only offer readings every three months as a general rule. Unless extenuating circumstances are presented to me. If I perceive you are addictive, I will refuse to read you. I do not encourage addiction to psychics—you are always in charge of your own life and I am merely a
conduit to the choices that are around you.
As a general rule (Not always) I do not do reversed card readings—
I do not answer questions on sports, gambling, criminal activity, or dates
of death.

“Tasseopgraphy (aka) Tasseomancy is a divination or
fortune-telling method interpreting patterns in tea
leaves, coffee grounds or wine sediments.

$30 per cup with tea of choice
$50 Tea & Tarot or Soul Card Combination*

*For a more in depth reading this is the perfect
choice.
Tea Leaf Reading Preparation:
After Tea is poured take a deep breath in of your cup—
please take a moment to contemplate what you would
like to have the cup tell you. Now, enjoy your cup of
tea. After finishing tea (please leave one sip for the
cup). When ready we will circle the cup counting out 3
times in the non –dominant hand and gently turn the
cup upside down onto the saucer.
May you always find fortune in your cup. Jane Lynn

I do not do readings on anyone under the age of 18 without a parent
present.
*I have a VERY strict no-show policy. If you do not show up for your
appointment & do not call me, you will be charged for the appointment.
If you are a habitual no-show, you will not be allowed to come back as
a client. I require a 24 hour notice if you need to re-schedule or cancel.
It takes only 1 MINUTE to contact me. I expect you to extend the same
courtesy to me that you would to your doctor, lawyer, hairdresser?
Understand that when you do not show or call at the last minute, I can
not make that time available for another client—so please be as respectful of my time as I am of yours… Blessings!
As a matter of policy, I reserve the right to refuse service for any reason. Please do not take it personally if I
refuse to serve you. My Mission is for my client to have a great experience—however at times there may be
situations where I may not be a good fit for a client - If I feel I cannot work with you I am always happen to
offer a referral for someone who may be a better fit for you.
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